
This book is to be welcomed as a stimulus to more
effective therapy, for the standardization of the test
material, and for the development of a reliable predictive
index.

I. T. DRAPER

A STUDY OF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF MONGOLS By
Valerie A. Cowie. (Pp. xiii+110; illustrated; 60s.).
Pergamon Press: Oxford, 1970.

This slim monograph documents a detailed research into
the early neurological and psychomotor development of a
sample of mongols in an area south of London.
Although the book is clearly written, its presentation

still bears the style of the thesis of which it forms the
substance. The fragmenting of the book into 22 sub-
chapters is irritating. The book really falls into three
areas-a precise methodology; a description of the
developmental examination of the subjects at four
periods in the first 10 months of life; and an analysis
of the results by comparison with standards in the
literature (scattered throughout the book), and by
computer.
The methodology is impeccably delineateu and the

sample of mongols is carefully demonstrated as being
representative, displaying, by choice of reference, an
authoritative knowledge of the syndrome. The items of
the neurological examination of the subjects are clearly,
necessarily, defined and the sources of the norms ade-
quately stated. The photographs, tables, and histograms
are correctly illustrative and appropriately placed.
The book presumes that the reader is familiar, not

only with developmental paediatrics, but also with
psychology and statistics. A considerable part of the book
is concerned with statistics and comprehension requires a
knowledge of analysis of variance. The psychological
instruments are vital to the thesis; yet terms like DIQ,
DMQ, and 'low Piaget score' creep into the text undefined
and unreferenced. It cannot be assumed that the clinician
will be versed in the sensori-motor pattems described by
Piaget. Although the Nancy Bayley scale is repeatedly
mentioned, one cannot find its reference, either in the
book, or even in the sixth (current) Mental Measurements
Year Book. Is this a revision of the Bayley California
Scales? The psychological measures ought to have been
fully explained in the appendix, which might have been
composed in a more illustrative and imaginative manner
to balance the text.
Wollman's 'Down's Syndrome: a reference bibliogra-

phy' cites 692 references but does not even index
development. This monograph, therefore, is a valuable
addition to the literature of mongolism, and furthers
our knowledge of developmental paediatrics. Its results
show that neurological and psychological tests become
more stabilized and definitive as the mongol infant grows,
and confirm the value of these tests in the developmental
assessment, especially around the tenth month of life.
Such scholarly research contributes to consolidating
and integrating developmental paediatrics and develop-
mental psychology. Dr. Cowie does not maintain (wisely)
that the early developmental tests which she describes
have predictive validity, but she does show that marked
deviation from the norms on these neurological and

standing of schizophrenia and other chronic mental
disorders, while not yet greatly increased, would seem
to be on the verge of being enlightened. Such enlighten-
ment will, however, come, from basic studies on brain
function, and it is against such a background that all
recent information about brain disease must be measured.
A book of this sort is hard work to read, but nonetheless
very valuable for being made generally available. It is
in addition a good source of recent work in this area.

J. B. CAVANAGH

CRITERIA OF BRAIN DEATH By Palle Juul-Jensen. (Pp. 57;
Dan. Kr. 22.00). Munksgaard: Copenhagen. 1970.

This is a short monograph from Aarhus, Denmark, in
which the experience from 72 cases with 'isoelectric
EEGs' is reviewed and eight of the cases are presented
in detail In the context of the organ donor problem, the
author's criteria of brain death are probably the best
that can be devised in the present state of knowledge. In
summary they are: (1) that the nature of the brain damage
must be fully documented; (2) the patient must be in deep
coma-that is, fixed dilated pupils, completely unreactive
to all stimuli, no spontaneous respiration; (3) there should
be no response to the caloric test; and (4) the EEG
(recorded at 5u V per cm I sec time constant) should be
isoelectric. Points, 2, 3, and 4 must be constant in two
sets of observations with an interval of at least 24 hours.
These criteria cover the fact that rare cases of barbiturate
poisoning, anoxia, encephalitis, and hypothermia are now
recorded in which quite unexpected degrees of recovery
have occurred after periods of isoelectric EEG, and they
thus virtually limit potential donors to cases of cerebral
trauma and other known neurosurgical disorders. This
publication provides a useful addition to the literature
on an important problem.
THE RESULTS OF TREATMENT IN CEREBRAL PALSY Edited

by James M. Wolf. (Pp. xiv+327; illustrated; $20.50).
Thomas: Springfield.

The satisfactory management of a child with cerebral
palsy presents a formidable challenge to skill and re-
sources. There are almost as many theories of treatment
as there are therapists and it is sometimes difficult for
the clinician to distinguish between them. The Results
of Treatment in Cerebral Palsy presents a series of essays
devoted to the currently fashionable regimes, and the
methods available for measuring their effectiveness. All
the authors stress the importance of a full clinical and
functional assessment before embarking upon treatment,
and describe methods for quantifying the results. In
general, these are expressed as a developmental quotient.
Repeated examinations throughout the course of treat-
ment reflect any improvements by an increasing quotient.
Some broad guide lines about the likely outcome of

treatment are given but even here there is disagreement.
It is generally accepted that children with a high IQ and
those who are strongly motivated get most benefit from
treatment and that spasticity usually responds better
than athetosis. Consideration is given to the 'economic
practicability' of treatment. This is an important concept
for those who are responsible for the selection of patients
and for the deployment of the limited numbers of trained
personnel.
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